S.No Name of the Incubatee

Name of the Venture

1 Abhas kumar and Karan Sapolia ALO AUTOWORKS PRIVATE LIMITED
Desh Deepak And Team
i. Pankaj Pandey
ii. Shakti S Mahopatra
iii. Keshav Kaushik
2 iv. Durgesh Satyam
Abhishek Chauhan and team
i. Akash Singh Sengar,
ii. Ramji Mishra
iii. Raj Kamal
iv. Ekansh Kaushik
3 v. Kushagra Pratap Singh
Akhil Mahajan and team
[1. Ashish Malhotra
4 2. Prashant Salaria]

Paras Singh and Ar. Aastha

5 Thappa

6

Physical/V
irtual
Description
Incubatee
Physical

HASTRIX AUTOMATION PRIVATE LIMITED Physical

CLEUB AUTOMATION PRIVATE LIMITED

Physical

REPORT CARD PLUS EDU VENTURES
PRIVATE LIMITED

Physical

SPUR DSHELTERS SERVICES PRIVATE
LIMITED

Physical

Ishan Verma and Ashish Verma NENTOIR TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE
LIMITED

Anukampa Sharma and Kshipra WEIRDMIX ENTERPRISES PRIVATE
LIMITED

7 Dhindaw

Physical

Virtual

8 Amit Verma and Ajit Verma

VIBMIKS SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED

Physical

Kundan Kumar and team
i. Lavee Singh
9 ii. Sidharth Nagdev

KUNJA TECHNO PRIVATE LIMITED

Physical

ESMART SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS
PRIVATE LIMITED

Physical

Sanjeev Kumar and Santosh

10 Kumar

11 Akash Srivastav

FLYDEX AUTOMOBILES PRIVATE LIMITED Physical

Abhishek Kumar, Kumar
Vaibhav and
12 Anurag Kr Gupta

ECOSHOES

Physical

App based technology driven vehicle services
to provide 24x7 service at any location

Offers wide range of home and office
automation products with technical support.
Cleub develops and manufactures wireless
products, which is cost effective, energy
efficient, smart and elegant. Products are
divided into two phases- Phase-I and PhaseII. (Technology Patent filed)
Report Card Plus is the Smartphone app
builds Digitalizing Performance and bridging
Communication gap between Parents –
Teachers/school
Developing a method and System for the
construction of light weight Dome/ Shell
Structures for a living unit. Cost effective and
easy method and system of constructing
specialized Dome Houses (patent filed)
A unique model which allows the micro and
small level clients to pay for the services only
after the generation of positive revenue, which
provides them a chance to reach the market
at minimum cost inputs and that too under
complete professional guidance.
Developing a single digital platform for
Cottage Industries, the application & website
which will be easy access to buyers and will
also promote the art, culture & craft of India
on a national as well as international platform.
The Idea is to directly connect the customers
with Professionals like Lawyers, Architects,
Doctors , Chartered Accountant etc. so as to
solve the problems of the clients , as we have
found by the research that there is a big
communication gap between the customer
and the professional they hire to work for and
we are going to overcome this communication
gap under the one platform (VIBMIKS) for all
professionals and clients.
A place and way to pool all the driving schools
, rate them and get services without any
physical movement, on app.
Learning management solution and learning
outcomes for education domain, University
college and Institutions.
Enhancement of mileage, power and torque
of IC Engine by using external equipment.
This claims to increase the mileage of vehicle
or any other IC engine by 4 to 5 times.
Comfortable and effortless application shoe:Ideal for running, jogging, walking and
inclined surfaces with state of the art 'switch
mode' mechanism requiring less effort in the
footwork, efficient in saving the body energy.
Additional springback mechanism, light
weight, energy saving shoe that offers you a
leverage over the other sport shoes.
Exclusively designed to suit for all age groups
and all body hefts. Designed after taking
inspiration from the holy mata Vaishno Devi
journey. Can be of great help for pilgrims,
ponywalas, palanquin carriers by reducing
average body effort.

